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Summary 
A small excavation was carried out in July 2000 in advance of the redevelopment of building 
1155 at RAF Lakenheath. The site lies at TL 733 810 (see fig. 1), 300m north-west of Caudle 
Head mere, a natural spring previously identified as the focal point for an extensive Late Iron 
Age to late Roman settlement.  Activity identified on this excavation dated to the Late Iron Age 
and early Roman period and was concentrated at the northern end of the site.  The evidence from 
the work seems to suggest that this site represents a small, early area of activity either predating 
or contemporary with the earliest phases of the main settlement.  There appears to be an absence 
of settlement between this site and the main area and limited excavation work (service trench 
monitoring etc.) in this gap may indicate that this was wet or marshy in the past.  The features 
uncovered comprised ditches, gullies and pits and the whole site was overlain by gleyed and 
windblown sands.   
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1 Introduction 
An archaeological excavation was carried out between 11th and 20th July 2000 in advance of a 
small extension to building 1155 at RAF Lakenheath (planning application no. F/97/448).  The 
site lies at TL 733 810 (see fig. 1)and at c. 8m OD, 300m north-west of Caudle Head mere, a 
natural spring previously identified as the focal point for multi-period settlement dating from the 
Iron Age to the Early Saxon periods.  A Brief and Specification (see appendix 1) for the work 
were set by the Conservation Team and carried out by the Field Team of Suffolk County Council 
Archaeological Service. 

2 Background 
RAF Lakenheath lies on the north-western fringes of Suffolk in an Environmentally Sensitive 
Area (ESA) defined by MAFF as Breckland Landscape type C (a transitional zone between 
central Breckland and the fen-land to the west) which is an open landscape characterised by large 
regular fields with some woodland and small pockets of heath and acid grassland (Sussams 
1996).  It is an area rich in archaeological discoveries and within the base these are particularly 
well preserved.  The enclosure of parts of Lakenheath, Eriswell and Wangford parishes for use as 
an air-base in 1940 has protected these areas from the extensive ploughing of much previously 
uncultivated land which started during the war years.  In addition, the presence of deep, 
windblown sand deposits, has in some parts of the base, sealed archaeologically sensitive soil 
layers preserving them intact. 

Extensive archaeological remains have been recovered in the vicinity of this site. Archaeological 
work in several areas within 100m of the site has revealed parts of an extensive Late Iron Age 
and Roman settlement (see fig. 2).  Evidence from excavation and monitoring of a new building 
and services between 75m and 140m south-west of the site appeared to show an edge to the 
settlement activity c. 100m south-west of the site and the presence of water sorted and gleyed 
sands seemed to show that some of the area had been wet during the Roman period.  However in 
contrast to this monitoring, in August 1996, of heating duct trenches running along the north 
edge of the site had discovered evidence of Roman deposits and finds dating to either the Late 
Iron Age or Early Saxon period (Tester 1996).  It was hoped that this excavation might uncover 
further archaeological deposits and provide information that would help with the interpretation 
and understanding of the ancient settlement pattern of this important area. 

3 Excavation Methodology 
The area of the site, c. 210m2, was stripped by mechanical excavator using a ditching bucket to 
the top of the archaeological levels. The soil was removed to a site at Hockwold (no further 
information available).  The machined depth varied from 0.50m at the northern edge to 0.85m at 
the south and was complicated by the presence of numerous live and dead services crossing the 
site and the discovery of overlying sand deposits which sealed the archaeological horizons.  
Archaeological soil layers were cleaned and removed by hand; a 25% sample was sieved.  
Features were excavated by hand;  10%-25% of ditches, 50% of pits, 100% of postholes, 
potential structural features and other occasional pits. Bulk soil samples were taken from three 
contexts. 
 
Site plans, feature sections and soil profiles were drawn at 1:20.  In some cases the presence of 
modern services made the identification of feature edges initially difficult and where this led to 
off centre sections profiles of the feature shapes were also drawn.  Colour slide and black and 
white print photographs were taken of all stages of the excavation.  Site data has been input onto 
an MS Access database and recorded using the County Sites and Monuments Record parish code 
LKH 210.  The site archive is kept in the small and main stores of Suffolk County Council 
Archaeological Service at Bury St Edmunds. 
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4 Site description 
The excavation covered an area 26m long by up to 11m wide (see fig. 3).  There were numerous 
modern service trenches in addition to three manholes, a 1m wide concrete duct running 
diagonally across the north-east corner of the site and a modern rubbish deposit across the 
southern 3.3m of the site.  However despite the extensive modern disturbance, well preserved 
archaeological remains were uncovered over a large part of the site.  These were largely ditches 
and pits with occasional postholes, many of which contained finds dating them to within the Iron 
Age and Late Iron Age/early Roman period.  The majority of the features were concentrated in 
the northern, topographically higher, part of the site with only two large pits and a ditch filled 
with water-sorted sands in the southern, lower, 12m. 

4.1  Summary of Phasing 
The phasing is based on a combination of finds dating, stratigraphic relationships and physical 
appearance (see fig. 4).  The site can be split into two main periods of occupation, the Iron Age 
and the Late Iron Age/early Roman period.  In practice this probably represents a single 
continuous period of occupation which started in the Late Iron Age and continued to the middle 
of the first century AD.  There are no finds from the site which date to later than the middle of 
the first century AD and no finds were recovered from the upper two overlying soil layers.  The 
first period of occupation comprises six pits and two ill-defined features.  These either contained 
Iron Age pottery and/or were cut by later features.  The second period comprises features dated 
to the early to mid first century AD or those cutting other features and this can be sub-divided 
into three phases.  Period 2a contained the majority of the features which were primarily ditches 
and large pits,  period 2b contained layer 0010 which seals most of the features, and ditch 0072 
and the latest, period 2c contained only ditch 0014 which cut soil layer 0010 and the features 
around it, but still contained solely 1st century AD pottery.  There were a few unphased features 
although these were still either Iron Age or Late Iron Age/early Roman.  The two later, overlying 
soils layers, 0011 and 0012, form a third period of deposition, but the dating cannot be defined 
and they do not appear to reflect human occupation.  Modern features, such as manholes and 
pipe/cable runs are shown on Figure 3 as unnumbered features but have been omitted from the 
phase plans. 

4.2 Period 1, Iron Age  
This period consists of features which either contained exclusively handmade Iron Age pottery 
or were undated but were cut by other features (see fig. 4.1).  This represents the earliest 
occupation of the site and is made up of four features situated at the north end of the site and 
filled with charcoal rich deposits, 0018, 0024, 0028 and 0034, and two large circular pits, 0061 
and 0084, which lay towards the lower, southern end of the site.   

Description of the features 
0018: A large curving feature at the north edge of the site.  This was cut by ditches 0014 and 0016 and feature 0020 
and could be seen curving in a possible butt end on the east side and did not appear beyond a modern trench and 
ditch 0016 on the west side.  It was at least 13m long x 2.2m wide and 0.26m deep (see fig. 5), filled with mid to 
dark brown sand at the west side and dense charcoal towards the east and contained Iron Age pottery.  
0024: A shallow, circular pit 0.75m in diameter x 0.2m deep with mid brown sand fill under a spread of charcoal 
(see fig. 5).  This was cut by ditch 0016 and contained 54 sherds of Iron Age pottery which came from a small 
number of vessels.  One rim sherd adjoined with another found in ditch 0016. 
0028: The northern edge of a feature cut by ditch 0014 and of which no more survives (see fig. 5).  The fill was 
charcoal rich sand which contained a single large fire reddened quartz stone, burnt flint, fired clay fragments, animal 
bone and four sherds of Iron Age pottery, one of which was very overfired. 
0034: A small charcoal filled posthole, 0.2m wide x 0.1m deep and cut by ditch 0014  (see fig. 5) and containing 
two sherds of Iron Age pottery. 
0043: A circular pit cut by gully 0038.  This was filled with pale brown sand and was 1m in diameter  x 0.24m deep 
(see fig. 5).  There were no finds 
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0045: A sub-circular pit adjacent to 0043 and cut by gully 0038 and ditch 0014 (see fig. 5).  The relationship 
between 0043 and 0045 was destroyed by 0038.  The fill was dark grey sand which contained no finds. 
0061: A large oval pit 1.5m x 1m x 0.74m deep filled with fine pale brown sand-silt which became wet towards the 
base (see fig. 5).  Five sherds of Iron Age pottery were recovered from the fill. 
0063: Small deep, triangular profiled posthole 0.5m in diameter x 0.34m deep and filled with mottled grey sand with 
iron panning (see fig. 5).  The relationship with gully 0038 was not clear as the gully was shallow at this point but 
0063 looked to be cut by 0038.  There were no finds.  
0084: A large circular pit, 1.4m in diameter and 0.8m deep, at the south end of the site (see fig. 5).  It was cut by 
ditch 0082 and filled with soft, wet, even grey sand.  There were no finds. 

4.3 Period 2, Late Iron Age/Early Roman, (Early to Mid First century AD) 
This period has been subdivided into three in order to accommodate features and deposits which 
were dated to this period but appear to post-date the main activity.  The date range of the pottery 
is limited, only covering a period of c. 50 years before and around the time of the Roman 
conquest.  Features have been included in this period either because of pottery dating or their 
relationship with other, often dated, features or because of a physical similarity with other dated 
features (for example pit 0065 which is similar to pits 0053 and 0058 which are dated). 

4.3.1 Phase 2a 
This is the main phase for period 2 covering all the features except those which clearly post-
dated other features dated to period 2 (see fig. 4.2).  

Description of the Features  

Ditches 
0005: Small east-west aligned gully, 0.55m wide x 0.3m deep which butt ended just west of  ditch 0014 (see fig. 6).  
The fill was smooth, even grey-brown sand which had been heavily disturbed by rabbits.  Early Roman pottery was 
recovered from the fill. 
0007: A small roughly north-west to south-east aligned gully, 0.38m wide x 0.1m deep (see fig. 6), which butt ended 
in the centre of the site and divided into two diverging gullies (0047 and 0048) immediately south-east of the butt.  
The fill varied from pale yellow-brown sand with iron pan mottling to mottled grey and pale grey sands once it split 
into two.  Late Iron Age and early Roman pottery was recovered. 
0016: A north-south aligned curving ditch in the north-west corner of the site, 0.6m wide x 0.32m deep and filled 
with mottled mid brown sand (see fig. 5).  It was cut by 0014 and cut features 0018 and 0024.  It contained Iron Age 
and early Roman pottery. 
0038: A small east-west aligned gully, 0.35m wide x 0.15m deep and filled with brown sand over a lower fill of 
orange-brown sand (see fig. 6).  It cur pits 0043, 0045 and 0063 and was cut by ditch 0014.  There were no finds. 
0049: This was a butt ending curving gully, between 0.3m and 0.5m wide x and 0.06m and 0.2m deep with a 
rounded profile and fill that varied between yellow-brown sand and mottled grey sand (see fig. 6). It contained a 
single worked flint. The butt end lay up against the butt end of 0007 but it is not clear that this was deliberate. 
0082:  A north-south aligned ditch at the south end of the site which cut pit 0084 (see figs. 5 and 6).  It was 1m wide 
x 0.4m deep with an upper fill of pale and dark water sorted sands and a lower fill of wet grey sand.  There were no 
finds. 

Pits and postholes 
0020: A small pit only just detectable cut by 0014 and cutting 0018 (see fig. 5).  It was 0.95m x <0.9m x 0.2m deep 
and the fill was mid to dark grey brown sand with iron panning which contained two sherds of Iron Age pottery. 
0036: A dark grey sand filled pit 0.6m x 0.5m x 0.35m deep containing early Roman pottery (see fig. 6). 
0051: A pale mottled brown sand filled posthole 0.65m x 0.4m x 0.14m deep (see fig. 6) which lay just north of 
gully 0007.  A single sherd of early Roman pottery was recovered from the fill. 
0053: A large sub-rectangular north-east to south-west aligned pit, 2.12m long x 0.8m wide and 0.45m deep; one of 
a pair (see also 0058) of similar features.  There were four distinctive fills (0054-0057) which were predominantly 
mid grey and mid brown sands with a thin charcoal rich dark grey sand layer (0055) in the middle (see fig. 6).  Four 
sherds of early Roman pottery and six fragments of fired clay were recovered. 
0058: A large oval pit adjacent to 0053, 2.18m long x 0.9m wide and 0.7m deep.   This had two fills the upper, 
0059, mottled pale brown sand and the lower dark grey sand with some charcoal (see fig. 6).  Two sherds of early 
Roman pottery and 110g of animal bone were recovered. 
0065: Large oval pit in the centre of the site, 2m x 1.3m x 0.7m deep and with four fills (0066-0069) which were 
mostly various coloured mixed sands but with a thin band of charcoal rich sand (0068) in the middle (see fig. 6).  
There were no finds from  the fill. 
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0074: A square shallow pit of which very little survived as it was cut by numerous modern services and ditch 0072.  
It was 1.9m long x between 1.3 and 1.5m wide (the edge comes under a modern trench) 0.22m deep (see fig. 6).  
Two sherds of early Roman pottery were recovered from the fill. 

4.3.2 Phase 2b 
This phase (see fig. 4.3) includes layer 0010 (and 0002 and 0009 which were probably part of it) 
which overlay all the features except ditch 0014 and ditch 0072 which cut phase 2a feature 0074 
and was filled with material very similar to that of 0010 and may therefore have been dug not 
long before 0010 was deposited.  (This means that strictly 0072 should probably be in a separate 
phase but it seems to be the only feature to have been filled with 0010, and therefore almost 
contemporary, unlike the phase 2a features which were clearly sealed.  

Description of the features 
0010: A pale grey-brown mottled sand layer with iron pan.  This was present across the entire site and lay under 
0011 and over all the features except ditch 0014 which appeared to cut it (see fig. 7).  There were two sherds of  
Late Iron Age pottery recovered from it. 
0002 and 0009: These lay under layer 0011 and were grey-brown mottled sand with dense iron panning.  They 
overlay specific features and were probably simply darker patches within layer 0010.  These contained Late Iron 
Age and early Roman finds. 
0072: An east-west aligned ditch 0.65m wide x 0.05 m deep (see fig. 7), filled with pale-mid brown mottled sand 
and containing one worked flint.  0072 cut pit 0074. 

4.3.3 Phase 2c 
This phase consists only of ditch 0014, which ran across the north end of the site (see fig. 4.4), 
cutting the sand layer 0010 but sealed by layer 0011 and containing pottery dated to no later than 
mid 1st century AD. 

Description of 0014 
0014: A large, slightly curving east-west aligned ditch 0.8m wide x 0.5m deep and filled with pale brown sand.  
This cut several features (see fig. 5) and was the only feature which appeared to cut soil layer 0010.  Iron Age and 
early Roman pottery sherds were retrieved from the fill. 

4.4 Unphased (periods 1 or 2) 
There are four pits that are unphased (see fig. 4.5).  These had no relationship with other 
features, although they do pre-date layer 0010 and therefore belong to either phase 1 or 2a, but 
contained no finds with which to tie the phasing to one or the other. 

Description of the features  
0032: An oval, shallow, flat bottomed pit 1.4m long x 0.75m wide and 0.15m deep, filled with mottled grey-brown 
sand with iron panning (see fig. 7). 
0042: A grey sand filled shallow feature 0.96m x 0.6m x 0.07m deep. 
0076: A charcoal rich shallow feature, 0.26m x 0.2m x 0.07m deep, on the side of pit 0053. 
0077: A probably circular pit filled with mid grey sand, half of which was cut by a modern manhole.  Where the 
dimensions could be recorded it was 1m wide x 0.14m deep (see fig. 7). 

4.5 Period 3, Overlying soil layers 
There were two soil layers, 0011 and 0012, which overlay all other layers and features (see fig. 
7), however no finds were recovered from which to date them more closely. 

Description of the layers 
0012:  This was the uppermost soil layer identified which lay under modern topsoil and was cut by service trenches.  
It consisted of pale, even brown sand with few stones and was present over much of the site.  It is interpreted as a 
windblown deposit and was partially machined and partially hand dug.  There were no finds. 
0011: This was a bright orange sand layer containing a high density of iron pan which lay under 0012.  Initially this 
looked like natural but the identification of soil layers below it proved otherwise.  There were no finds.  As with 
0012 it was partially machined and partially hand dug. 
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5 The finds. 
Sue Anderson, Cathy Tester and Alexis Willett, January 2001 

5.1 Introduction 
Table 1 shows the quantities of finds collected from this site by material.  A full quantification 
by context is included in Appendix 4. 
 

Find type No. Wt/kg 
Pottery 135 1.704 
Fired clay 18 0.208 
Flint 10 0.121 
Burnt flint/stone 9 0.330 
Animal bone 44 0.017 
Charcoal? 3 - 

Table 1.  Finds quantities. 

5.2 Pottery  

5.2.1 Introduction 
Excavation of LKH 210 produced 135 sherds of handmade and wheelmade pottery which 
weighed 1.704 kg and possibly covered a period from the Later Iron Age to the earliest Roman. 
The quantities are summarised in Table 2 and the full quantification by context is included as 
Appendix 4. 
 

Fabric Code No. % No. Wt/g % Wt Av . Wt/g

Quartz sand tempered fabric 1 QS1 36 26.7 511 30.0 
Quartz sand tempered fabric 2 QS2 60 44.4 620 36.4 

Total Handmade Iron Age wares 96 71.1 1131 66.4 11.7
Black-surfaced wares BSW 9 6.7 265 15.6 
Buff wares BUF 1 0.7 36 2.1 
Grey micaceous wares, black-surfaced GMB 18 13.3 149 8.7 
Grog-tempered wares GROG 9 6.7 108 6.3 
Storage jar fabrics STOR 1 0.7 14 0.8 
Miscellaneous white wares WX 1 0.7 1 0.1 

Total LIA/E Roman wares  39 28.9 573 33.6 14.69

Total pottery  135 1704  12.6

Table 2. Pottery quantities 

5.2.2 Methodology 
The pottery was quantified by sherd count and weight.  Handmade Iron Age wares were classified by their major 
fabric inclusions.  A x4 magnifying glass was used to identify the fabrics which were recorded using an alpha-
numeric system of fabric codes.  Details of rim and base forms, decoration or surface treatment and other diagnostic 
features were noted.  Wheelmade Late Iron Age and Roman wares were classified using the type series devised for 
recording Roman pottery at Pakenham (unpublished) which is standard for Suffolk and it is supplemented by 
Camulodunum (Hawkes and Hull, 1947).  A x10 microscope was used to identify the fabrics.  Table 2 provides a 
key to the fabric groups present in this assemblage; listing them by common name followed by the codes used for 
this report.  SCCAS pottery recording forms were used and the results were input onto MS Access 97.  All 
percentages refer to the total pottery assemblage weight unless otherwise stated. 
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5.2.3 The pattern of pottery deposition 
Pottery was found in twenty-five contexts in twenty-one stratified features which included 
ditches, layers, pits, post holes and other features.  Two groups were from unstratified or surface 
collections.  The sources are summarised in Table 3. 
 

Feature type No. % No. Wt /g % Wt Av. Wt/g 
ditches & gullies 38 28.1 564 33.1 14.8 
layers 5 3.7 37 2.2 18.5 
other features  4 3.0 91 5.3 22.7 
pits & posthole 86 63.7 1001 58.7 11.6 
unstratified  2 1.5 11 0.6 5.5 
Total 135 1704  12.6 

Table 3. Pottery by feature type 
 
The largest proportion of the pottery comes from pits or ‘pit/postholes’ (58%).  Pit 0024 alone 
accounted for 30% of the total assemblage and 44% of the handmade fabrics.  33% of it came 
from ditches or gullies, 2% from layers, 5% from ‘other features’ and less than one percent was 
unstratified.  Overall, the condition of the pottery was fairly good with an average sherd size of 
12.6 grams 

5.2.4 Pottery by period 

Iron Age pottery  
A total of 96 handmade Iron Age sherds, weighing 1.131 Kg, were identified within this 
assemblage.  They were found in fourteen individual contexts in twelve stratified features and 
represent two-thirds of the pottery assemblage.  Two fabric types were identified on the basis of 
inclusions and the basic fabric descriptions are provided below.  See key to inclusion sizes. 
 
Code Period Description 
QS1 Late Iron 

Age 
Major inclusion abundant, very well sorted, very small, rounded quartz sand.  Also sparse, 
moderately sorted, medium, sub-angular organic material.  Exterior surface brown/black to 
occasional buff/grey, exterior margin black/brown and core, interior margin and surface 
grey/brown.  Smooth feel.  Burnished exterior surface.  Undecorated.  Reduced during firing.   

QS2 Iron Age Major inclusion abundant, very well sorted, very small, rounded quartz sand.  Also common, 
moderately sorted, medium, sub-angular organic material and common, well sorted, small, 
sub-rounded grog pieces.  Exterior surface grey/brown/red, exterior margin, core and interior 
margin red/brown and interior surface brown.  Smooth feel.  Burnished exterior surface.  
Undecorated. 

Definition of inclusion sizes:  very small  0.1-0.9mm, small 1-1.9mm, medium 2-3.9mm, large 4+mm 
 
Quartz sand-tempered fabric QS1 dominates this collection and it has been dated to the late Iron 
Age by its general appearance and fabric matrix.  It is a quartz sand tempered ware with sparse 
organic inclusions.  The sherds are, on the whole, dark brown/black in appearance having been 
reduced during firing, and have burnished or smoothed exterior surfaces.  The core is dark, 
ranging from grey-brown to black.  Forms range from a square rimmed bowl with an angled 
shoulder (Fig. 8, No. 1) to those with S-shaped profiles ( Fig. 8, Nos. 2-4).  Other rims are 
everted and plain with slight beading.  Four flat base sherds are also present.   
 
Similar to fabric QS1, but coarser with more organic inclusions and additionally tempered with 
grog, fabric QS2 only occurred in three contexts and is broadly dated to the Iron Age by its 
common inclusions.  The sherds have a reddish appearance and are also burnished or smoothed  
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on the exterior surfaces.  A single vessel with a flat-topped, plain upright rim and non-joining 
bodysherds accounts for more than three-quarters of this fabric group.  Two adjoining body 
sherds have overlapping, rectangular impressions on the external surface but it is difficult to 
ascertain whether they are decorative or accidental as they do not seem to be a deliberate 
decorative style. 

Late Iron Age and Early Roman pottery 
Excavation produced 39 sherds of wheelmade Late Iron Age and early Roman pottery weighing 
0.573 Kg.  They were found in fifteen individual contexts in twelve features and represent a third 
of the pottery assemblage.  Six wheelmade fabric groups were identified but the sherds fall 
mainly into three reduced ware groups:  Black-surfaced wares (BSW, 15.6%), Black-surfaced 
micaceous wares (GMB, 8.7%.) and Grog-tempered wares (GROG, 6.3%).  Single sherds of 
miscellaneous buff wares, storage jar fabric and white ware were also present.  The assemblage 
contained no imported material and the fabrics are presumed to be of local or regional origin. 

Black-surfaced wares 
This is a very broad fabric category whose origins probably lie in the late (pre-Roman) Iron Age 
handmade potting tradition.  It is essentially a ‘romanising’ fabric similar to ‘Fabric GW2’ at 
Fison Way, Thetford (Gregory,1991) which was described as being “the non-micaceous, 
wheelmade version of the most common handmade sand-tempered fabric.”  Forms identified are 
a high-shouldered jar Type 4.1 - or more exactly Cam 266b from ditch 0005, fill 0006 (Fig. 8, 
No. 6), a double-cordoned jar Type 5.1 or Cam 218b from pit 0053 and a necked jar probably 
also a Type 4.1 from pit/posthole 0036, fill 0037. 

Black-surfaced micaceous wares 
Micaceous wares occur here only in the black-surfaced variant (GMB).  The sherds are finely 
burnished and all of them are in the standard ‘early GM fabric’ which has a very uniform grain 
size with few inclusions except for dazzlingly abundant mica.  The identical fabric was found at 
LKH 207 and at Beck Row (MNL 502) and seems to suggest a common source.  The vessel 
types represented in GMB are a double–cordoned jar Type 5.1 or Cam 218b from ditch 0005, fill 
0006 (Fig. 8, No. 5) plus fragments of cordoned vessels in Ditch 0003, fills 0004 and 0015, a 
‘Braughing jar’- Cam ?260 from layer 0040 and a necked jar, probably a high-shouldered Type 
4.1 which was unstratified.  Because it has often been thought that the black-surfaced variant was 
more common than the grey in the early Roman period, it is tempting to overlook the sample size 
and view this group as an illustration of the trend.  It is interesting to note that within a longer 
dated assemblage (1st century to late 2nd) from LKH 207, 100 metres away, micaceous wares 
equalled about 30% of the site’s total and the grey variant out-numbered the black by 
approximately two to one.  

Grog-tempered wares 
These sherds come from thin-walled vessels not thick storage jars and all appear to be 
wheelmade.  One form is identified — a ‘Belgic’ type cordoned jar Cam 218b from pit 0053.  
Grog-tempered, ‘Belgic type’ pottery was common in south-east  England during the decades 
either side of the Conquest.  Although this site is outside the traditional Belgic tribal boundaries 
it was well within its sphere of influence.  No precise source is known for this material, it is 
probable that it is all from reasonably local workshops.   
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5.2.7 Dating and discussion
This is an early group and the handmade and wheelmade pottery could be contemporary or fall
within a very short time sequence. None of the handmade material has to be earlier than the first
half of the 1st century AD and judging from the range of fabrics and forms, the wheelmade
pottery does not have to be later than the mid-1st century. Layer 0003 which covered the top of

5.2.5 Illustrated vessels
1 Bowl, QSl, Feature 0020, fill 0021
2 Bowl, QSl, Pit 0018, fill 0019
3 Bowl, QSl, Pit 0018, fill 0019
4 Cam 264, HMSO (QSl), Ditch 0005, fill 0006
5 Cam 218, GMB, Ditch 0005, fill 0006
6 Cam 266b, BSW, Ditch 0005, fill 0006

5.2.6 Pottery by phase
All but two contexts have been phased into broad periods and the quantities are summarised in
Table 4 which shows that 51% of the assemblage came from Phase 1 - Iron Age contexts. This
figure is distorted however by the presence of a large portion of one single thick-walled (QS2)
jar in pit 0024 (see above). 44% of the pottery comes from contexts in Phase 2 which are Late
Iron Age/early Roman. It is further subdivided into Phases 2a, 2b and 2c; the majority of it (40
%) comes from Phase 2a. The rest of the pottery, 4%, was unphased or unstratified.

Phase No Wt % Wt
Phase 1 [ran Age 78 875 51.3

Phase 2a 38 687 40.3
Phase 2b 5 37 2.2
Phase 2c 7 36 2.1

Total Phase 2 LIA/ERom 50 760 44.6

Unphased 6 62 3.6
Unstratified I 7 0.4

Total 135 t 704

Table 4. Pottery by phase.
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ditch 0014 is unphased but should represent some of the latest activity on this site; it contains 
nothing that has to be later than mid 1st century.  
 
It is also notable that that all of the handmade sherds are sand-tempered.  There are no flint-
tempered sherds at all.  This could be interpreted as having chronological significance because 
although sand-tempered wares are known to have occurred throughout the Middle and Late Iron 
Age there was a trend towards the use of sand as a filler in the later Iron Age.  The size of the 
sample may be too small to validate this. 
 
There are indications that pottery from some of the features on this site may represent the 
transitional stage between the Late Pre-Roman Iron Age and Roman periods where handmade 
and wheelmade ‘romanising’ pottery were in use at the same time.  The group from Ditch 0005, 
fill 0006 (Fig. 8, No.4-6) includes two wheelmade jars — a Cam 218 (GROG) and a high-
shouldered jar Type 4.1 (BSW)  and a handmade jar Cam 264 (QS1,) could illustrate this stage.  
The handmade jar shows no sign of being residual and may have been contemporary in use and 
deposition with the wheelmade vessels.  Handmade pottery occurred by itself in nine contexts in 
eight features which included two layers (0002 and 0010), five pits (0018, 0020, 0024, 0034 & 
0061) and one other ‘feature’ (0028).  Handmade sherds occurred in association with wheelmade 
sherds in five contexts in five features, all ditches (0005, 0007, 0014 and 0016).  
 
The possibility that activity may only have occurred here within a narrow date range, possibly a 
matter of decades, may be supported — it certainly cannot be ruled out — by the pottery 
evidence. 

5.3 Fired clay 
Eighteen fragments of fired clay were collected from five contexts.  Fragments from ditch fill 
0008, layer 0010, feature fill 0029, posthole fill 0052, and one fragment from pit fill 0053 were 
all very similar, consisting of low-fired friable sandy clay with few inclusions and no obvious 
impressions.  The fragment from 0010 may have a smoothed surface.  The function of these 
pieces is uncertain. 
 
Five fragments from the pit fill were in a denser sandy fabric, again with few inclusions but 
probably organic tempered.  These were well-fired, in some cases burnt black, others oxidised.  
Wattle impressions were present on at least two fragments, and two had smoothed surfaces.  
These are probably fragments of daub. 

5.4 Flint and stone 
Ten pieces of worked flint were recovered from seven contexts.  Six were unretouched flakes in 
black and grey flint (0001, 0004, 0010, 0050).  One large flake from layer 0010 had been burnt 
and was fire-cracked.  There was a pale buff core fragment from ditch fill 0073 and a partially 
patinated blade (feature fill 0021).  Tools were represented by a well-formed disc scraper 
(pit/posthole fill 0035), and a straight-sided ‘horseshoe’ scraper (0001). 
 
Burnt flint and stone was present in five features (0029, 0031, 0035, 0037, 0075), all in small 
quantities. 
 
All of this material is presumably residual, as it occurs in Late Iron Age and early Roman 
contexts. 
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5.5 Animal bone 
Cattle tooth fragments, 44 pieces representing three teeth, were collected from feature fill 0029, 
pit/posthole fill 0035 and pit 0058.  All were in poor condition, and the acidity of the sand in this 
area explains the lack of any other animal bone. 

5.6 Plant macrofossils and other remains by V Fryer 

5.6.1 Introduction 
Three samples for the extraction of plant macrofossils were taken from feature 0028 and pit 0018 
(fill 0031) which were both phase 1 and phase 2a pit, 0058 (fill 0060). 

5.6.2 Methods 
The samples were processed by manual water flotation/washover, collecting the flots in a 500 micron mesh sieve.  
The dried flots were scanned under a binocular microscope at low power (x 16) and the plant macrofossils and other 
remains noted are listed on Table 5.  All plant material was preserved by charring.  Modern contaminants were rare 
but included seeds/fruits, arthropods and fungal sclerotia.  
 
The non floating residues were collected in a 1mm mesh sieve and scanned when dry.  No artefacts or ecofacts were 
recovered. 

5.6.3 Plant macrofossils 
Cereal grains/chaff and seeds/fruits of common weed species were present in all samples at a low 
to moderate density.  Preservation was poor to moderate, the majority of the cereal grains having 
become severely puffed and distorted during charring. 

Cereals 
Oat (Avena sp.), barley (Hordeum sp.) and wheat (Triticum sp.) grains were recovered, with no 
one cereal type being predominant.  Single specimens of spelt wheat (T. spelta) glume bases and 
spikelet forks were noted in samples 0060 and 0028 respectively.  

Wild Flora 
Seeds/fruits of common segetal weeds were present in all three samples.  Taxa included fat hen 
(Chenopodium album), black bindweed (Fallopia convolvulus), knotgrass (Polygonum 
aviculare) and dock (Rumex sp.).  Fruits of wetland plants including sedge (Carex sp.) and spike-
rush (Eleocharis sp.) were present in samples 0031 and 0060. 

Other plant macrofossils 
Fragments of charcoal, charred root, rhizome or stem and indeterminate heather stem were noted 
throughout.  Indeterminate seeds were also present in all samples.  Heather florets were common 
in sample 0031. 

Other materials 
Small fragments of large mammal bone were common or abundant in all samples.  Rare small 
mammal or amphibian bones were recovered from samples 0031 and 0060. 
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Sample No. 0028 0031 0060 
Cereals     
Avena sp. (awn)   x 
Cereal indet. (grains) xx xx x 
    (sprout frags.) x   
    (detached embryos)   x 
    (basal rachis node)   x 
Hordeum sp. (grains) x xcf x 
Triticum sp. (grains) xcf x  
    (spikelet base)   x 
T. spelta L. (glume base)   x 
    (spikelet fork) x   
Herbs    
Aphanes arvensis L. xcf   
Asteraceae indet. x x  
Bromus sp. x   
Chenopodium album L. x xx    xtf x 
Chenopodiaceae indet.  x  
Fallopia convolvulus (L.)A.Love x x x 
Galium aparine L. x   
Hyoscyamus niger L. x   
Medicago/Trifolium/Lotus sp.   x 
Persicaria maculosa/lapathifoilia  x  
Plantago lanceolata L.   x 
Small Poaceae indet.   x  
Polygonum aviculare L. x x x 
Ranunculus sp.  xcf  
Rumex sp. xcf x  
R. acetosella L.   x 
Wetland plants    
Carex sp.  xcf  
Eleocharis sp.  x x 
Juncaceae indet.  xcf  
Other plant macrofossils    
Charcoal <2mm xx xxx xxx 
Charred root/rhizome/stem xxx xxx x 
Ericaceae indet. (stem) xx xx x 
    (florets)  xx  
Indeterminate seeds x xx x 
Other materials    
Black porous 'cokey' material x   
Bone xxx   bx x    xb xxx 
Small mammal/amphibian bone  x x 
Sample volume (litres) 2 3.5 1.5 
Volume of flot (litres) <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 
% flot sorted 100% 100% 100% 

Table 5. List of plant macrofossils and other remains. 
 
Key to Table: 
x = 1 – 10 specimens    xx = 10 – 100 specimens    xxx = 100+ specimens 
tf = testa fragment    b = burnt 

5.6.4 Discussion 
Although there are slight differences of composition, it would appear that all the assemblages are 
derived from a common activity, namely the deposition of small quantities of refuse.  Although 
the quantity of cereal chaff recovered is relatively low, the predominance of segetal weed seeds 
may suggest that the bulk of the material is derived from cereal processing debris.  The poor 
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condition of the cereal grains may indicate that combustion of this material took place at very 
high temperatures.  If this is the case, many of the more delicate chaff elements may have been 
destroyed during burning.  The presence of cereal sprout fragments and detached embryos may 
also be indicative of the inclusion of grains spoiled in inappropriate storage conditions.  The 
bone fragments and possibly some of the cereal grains may be derived from burnt domestic 
refuse.  The heather stem and floret fragments and the sedge and spike-rush fruits may be 
indicative of the importation of materials to the site for use as litter, fodder or thatch. 

5.6.5 Conclusions and recommendations for further work 
In conclusion, the assemblages appear to be indicative of the deposition of low densities of 
refuse in features which may have acted as rubbish pits.  The material is probably derived from 
diverse sources including cereal processing and storage waste, domestic refuse, and raw 
materials imported onto the site. 
 
As the assemblages only contained a very low density of material (< 100 specimens per sample) 
and as further analysis is unlikely to add to the interpretation of these features or the site as a 
whole, no further quantitative work is recommended. 

5.7 Discussion of artefactual and environmental evidence 
Evidence for activity during the prehistoric period is sparse and consists of worked flint found 
only in later-dated contexts.  No coins and no metalwork were found in this assemblage.  A 
negligible amount of animal bone was found due to poor preservation conditions.  The pottery 
indicates occupation during the Late Iron Age and early Roman Periods.  Diagnostic pottery 
suggests that this activity may have occurred over a short space of time, a matter of decades 
perhaps, and that activity had ceased on this site by the middle of the 1st century AD.   

 
The pottery assemblage is notable because it covers the transition between the Iron Age and 
early Roman periods and adds to the current knowledge of pottery supply and use on a fen-edge 
site in Suffolk during this time.  The sample is small, but using the same methodology whatever 
the assemblage size ensures commonality with past and current work, and means that small 
groups such as this will have potential for providing quantified information to a wider study of 
the region’s economy, industry and trading connections and for establishing the character of the 
activities carried out there.  

6 Discussion 
The features are concentrated at the north end of the site during both periods of occupation.  
Ditch 0049 crosses the site and curves northwards before butting up against ditch 0007 and 
although it is not certain that this spatial relationship was deliberate both features do appear to be 
defining the edge of the main concentration of activity.  North of these are a group of four pits, 
three of which, 00523, 0068 and 0065, had similar fills and were comparable sizes (although 
0065 was wider).  Initially the shape of 0053 and 0058 led to an awareness that these might be 
graves but the number and distinctiveness of the fills, along with an absence of any human 
remains suggests that this was not the case.  The function of these features is not known, 
although they appear to have filled in several stages which may suggest that they were open for 
some time and possibly used for largely organic waste, none contained sufficient finds to suggest 
the deposit of non-organic waste.  The large period 1 pits, 0061 and 0084, had well sorted wet 
sand fills and these may have been deliberately sunk into already wet areas perhaps as water 
holes, although neither had the distinctive fill patterns typical of pits containing standing water.   
 
The finds from features of both periods indicated general domestic refuse consistent with 
settlement occupation and the density of features in this small area supports this interpretation. 
The various ditches seen probably all mark moving boundary positions that reflect the dynamics 
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of fairly intense rural settlement.  The finds all date to a very narrow period covering between 50 
and 100 years around the start of the first millennium which indicates a short-lived and therefore 
possibly small settlement serving just two or three generations of perhaps one or two families.  
However only a very small area was excavated and further work in other areas might indicate 
different evidence, it might be only this southern edge of the settlement that was occupied for 
such a short period. 
 
Features found during monitoring of new heating ducts immediately north of this sit, LKH 192, 
(see fig. 9) could not be directly linked to features on the site but it is clear from the density of 
the features that these were part of the same occupation.  Pottery from these features was 
identified as Roman and Iron Age/Early Saxon (the present evidence suggests that these sherds 
are now more likely to be dated as Iron Age).  Overlying the features was a brown stoneless 
windblown sand which can be identified as the same layer as 0012 and in the area closest to the 
present site a bright orange sand layer, probably the same as 0011 was also seen.  North-west of 
this and slightly further from LKH 210 a darker grey sand layer was identified which does not 
appear to correspond to any of the soil layers found on this site, but could be the same as 0010, 
but more deeply coloured perhaps due to an increased density of archaeology.  The evidence 
from sites LKH 192 and 210 seems to show a possibly oval area of occupation of which LKH 
210 is the southern-most point.  The evidence from LKH 207 and a minor monitoring carried out 
during the demolition of the near-by Parachute Shop to the south seems to indicate (although this 
would require more extensive work to confirm it) that the occupation does not extend south or 
south-west from LKH 210. 
 
The subsoil can be seen clearly dropping from the northern end of the site to the southern end.  
The northern 5m of the site slopes only very slightly (0.12m) and then, over the next 15m the 
subsoil drops by a further 0.55m.  The damage to the southern end of the site prevented any level 
measurements being taken from the southernmost point.  Changes in the nature of the soils both 
overlying subsoil and in the feature fills could be seen in the lowest parts of the site.  An increase 
in the iron pan content of the overlying layers was obvious, as was the thickening of these layers, 
representing a gradual build-up of material in this low lying area.  The feature fills of pits 0061 
and 0084 were physically wet and the sand fine and well sorted.  Ditch 0082 which was aligned 
down the slope had distinctive dark grey, grey and white banded sand fills clearly indicating that 
these were water lain deposits.  The evidence from near-by excavation and monitoring LKH 207, 
(Caruth 2000) appears to show similar overlying soil layers and evidence of  a low lying wet or 
damp area on the northern side of the main Iron Age and Roman settlement.  There is not yet 
archaeological evidence available to establish the extent of this trough in the eastern or western 
directions or that of the sand ridge that LKH 210 appears to stand on in either the eastern, 
western or northern directions. The evidence at the moment suggests that LKH 210 may be a 
small, early settlement that was initially separated from the early phase of the main settlement to 
the south by marsh or fen and was later abandoned as the main settlement expanded.  This 
interpretation may have implications for the understanding of the origins of the main settlement, 
and future work may identify additional small early foci of settlement both within and beyond 
the main area.  Alternatively, as it is not yet proved that LKH 210 does not continue westwards 
and come round to meet the north-western edge of the main settlement, it is still possible that the 
wet area is a fairly limited bog surrounded by settlement rather than separating it. 
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A geophysical survey was carried out in the field north of Caudle Head in 1996 (Shiel 1996) and 
the results of this along with various excavation results in the area have been plotted onto an 
overall plan (see fig. 10).  This shows a strong north-south and east-west rectilinear alignment 
for the ditches identified either on the field or in the excavations immediately north-east of it 
which is absent from LKH 210 and LKH 191 where the ditches appear to align slightly more to 
the north-west and north-east.  This may add weight to the supposition that LKH 210 represents 
a separate settlement. 

7 Conclusion 
The results of this excavation show the southern end of a Late Iron Age/early Roman occupation, 
possibly settlement, site.  Although two periods of occupation have been defined in the site 
phasing (because some of the pottery has a broad date range), it is likely that these two phases 
are probably continuous and only represent activity covering a period of 50 to 100 years.  The 
topography of the site drops into apparently wet areas to the south and evidence from other work 
suggests that this site is not physically connected to the main area of Iron Age and Roman 
settlement nearer to Caudle Head mere.  It is beginning to look as if there may have been at least 
one separate settlement site which was contemporary with earliest phases of the main settlement 
but was then abandoned in favour of it.  The extent of this occupation, particularly in the 
northern direction, is not known and any opportunities to examine areas north of here will be 
valuable. 
 
Whilst an interesting site there is not sufficient evidence here to make it worth publishing alone 
but it forms another small but important part of the picture of the history of Lakenheath and 
Eriswell during the last few centuries BC and the first few AD.  Several excavations have been 
carried out in this area in the past few years and the body of evidence is now considerable;  
proposed further development in the near future promises to add to this and the need for a 
comprehensive synthetic publication of all the work to date is becoming overwhelming.  
 
Jo Caruth  
January 2001 
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Appendix 1

SUFFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SERVICE - CONSERVATION TEAM

Briefand Specification for an Archaeological Excavation

BUILDING 1155, RAF LAKENHEATH

1. Background

1.1 An application (F/97/448) to alter and extend Building 1155 has been granted
conditional upon an acceptable programme of archaeological work being carried
out. It has been decided that the area affected by the new extension should be
recorded by full archaeological excavation (see attached plan for extent).

1.2 The site lies at TL 733 810, 300m to the north east of Caudle Head mere which
has been identified as a focus of settlement from the prehistoric to Anglo-Saxon
periods, with a particularly extensive Roman complex. In August 1996 a
heating main trench was archaeologically monitored and evidence of Roman
deposits was recovered adjacent to Building 1155, with some finds of either late
Iron Age or early Saxon date (full report SCCAS 96/59). This showed that a
thin occupation layer survived at about 350mm below present ground surface
with cut features (ditches, pits, etc) in the sand subsoil below. It was not
possible to determine whether these features are a discrete area or join onto the
main area of activity to the south-west, but a probable edge was defined to the
east of Building 1155. Examination of the area to be affected by the new
building will provide the opportunity to clarify the layout and chronology of
settlement in this area.

1.3 There is a presumption that all archaeological work specified for the whole area
will be undertaken by the same body, whether the fieldwork takes place in
phases or not. There is similarly a presumption that further analysis and post
excavation to final report stage will be carried through by the excavating body.
Any variation from this principle would require a justification which would
show benefit to the archaeological process.

1.4 All arrangements for field excavation of the site, the timing of the work, and
access to the site, are to be negotiated with the commissioning body.

2. Brief for Archaeological Excavation

2.1 In the areas defined on Figure 1, archaeological excavation, as specified below is
to be carried out prior to development.



2.2

2.3

2.4

3.

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

2

The main academic objective will centre upon the high potential of this site to
produce evidence for the nature of settlement in the later Prehistoric, Roman and
early Saxon periods.

This project will be carried through in a manner broadly consistent with the
'Management of Archaeological Projects' English Heritage 1991 (MAP).
Excavation is to be followed by the preparation of a full archive, and an
assessment of potential for analysis. Analysis and final report preparation will
follow assessment and will be the subject of a further brief and updated project
design.

The developer or his archaeologist will give the Conservation Team of the
Suffolk County Archaeological Service (Suffolk County Council, Shire Hall,
Bury St Edmunds IP33 2AR. Telephone/Fax: 01284352443) five working days
notice of the commencement of ground works on the site, in order that the work
of the archaeological contractor may be monitored. The method and form of
development will also be monitored to ensure that it conforms to previously
agreed locations and techniques upon which this brief is based.

Specification for the Archaeological Excavation

The topsoil and underlying windblown(?) sand layer (a total of c.350-400mrn
depth) can be mechanically removed under archaeological supervision to the
surface of archaeological deposits.

Any occupation layer (maximum 100mm thick in heating duct trench) should be
cleaned, examined for features and finds and may be rapidly removed by hand
(shovel).

Fully excavate all features which are, or could be interpreted as, structural.

All other features must be sufficiently examined to establish, where possible,
their date and function. For guidance:

a) A minimum of 50% of the fills of the general features should be excavated.

b) Between 10% and 20% of the fills of substantial linear features (ditches etc)
are to be excavated, the samples must be representative of the available
length of the feature and must take into account any variations in the shape
or fill of the feature and any concentrations of artefacts. Any variations from
this practice are to be agreed with the Conservation Team.
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3

Except in areas where the new building will require foundation trenches, the
features should not be excavated to more than 1000mm below ground surface
without consultation with the developer.

3.5 Collect and prepare environmental samples (by sieving or flotation as
appropriate). A general policy on environmental remains, including sampling
strategy and processing, is to be agreed with the Regional Environmentalist
before the commencement of site work.

3.6 A finds recovery policy is to be agreed before the project commences. Use of a
metal detector will form an essential part of finds recovery.

3.7 All finds will be collected and processed. No discard policy will be considered
until the whole body of finds has been evaluated.

3.8 All ceramic, bone and stone artefacts to be cleaned and processed concurrently
with the excavation to allow immediate evaluation and input in decision making.

3.9 Metal artefacts must be stored and managed on site in accordance with UK
Institute of Conservators Guidelines and evaluated for significant dating and
cultural implications before despatch to a conservation laboratory within 4
weeks of excavation.

3.10 Human remains are to be treated at all stages with care and respect, and are to be
dealt with in accordance with the law. They must be recorded in situ and
subsequently lifted, packed and marked to standards compatible with those
described in IFA Technical Paper 13 "Excavation and post-excavation treatment
of Cremated and Inhumed Human Remains", McKinley & Roberts. Proposals
for the final disposition of remains following study and analysis will be required
in the Project Design.

3.11 Plans of the archaeological features on the site should normally be drawn at 1:20
or 1:50, depending on the complexity of the data to be recorded. Sections should
be drawn at 1:10 or 1:20 again depending on the complexity to be recorded. Any
variations from this must be agreed with the Conservation Team.

3.12 A photographic record of the work is to be made, consisting of both
monochrome photographs and colour transparencies.
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3.13 Excavation record keeping is to be consistent with Suffolk County Council Sites
and Monuments Record requirements and compatible with its archive. Methods
must be agreed with the SCC Conservation Team.

4. General Management

4.1 A timetable for all stages of the project must be agreed before the first stage of
work commences, including monitoring by the Conservation Team of Suffolk
County Council Archaeological Service.

4.2 The composition of the project staff must be detailed and agreed (this is to
include any subcontractors).

4.3 A general Health and Safety Policy must be provided, with detailed risk
assessment and management strategy for this particular site.

4.4 No initial survey to detect public utility or other services has taken place. The
responsibility for this rests with the archaeological contractor.

4.5 The Institute of Field Archaeologists' Standard and Guidance for
Archaeological Desk-based Assessments and for Field Evaluations should be
used for additional guidance in the execution of the project and in drawing up
the report.

5. Archive Requirements

5.1 Within four weeks of the end of field-work a timetable for post-excavation work
must be produced. Following this a written statement of progress on post 
excavation work whether archive, assessment, analysis or final report writing
will be required at three monthly intervals.

5.2 An archive of all records and finds is to be prepared consistent with the principle
of 'Management of Archaeological Projects', English Heritage 1991 (MAP),
particularly Appendix 3. However, the detail of the archive is to be fuller than
that implied in MAP Appendix 3.2.1. The archive is to be sufficiently detailed
to allow comprehension and further interpretation of the site should the project
not proceed to detailed analysis and final report preparation. It must be adequate
to perform the function of a final archive for lodgement in the County SMR or
museum.

5.3 The site archive quoted at MAP2 Appendix 3, must satisfy the standard set by
the "Guideline for the preparation of site archives and assessments of all finds
other than fired clay vessels" of the Roman Finds Group and the Finds Research
Group AD700-1700 (1993).
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5

5.4 Pottery should be recorded and archived to a standard comparable with 7.3
above, i.e. Guidelines of the Medieval Pottery Group (in draft) and the
Guidelines for the archiving of Roman Pottery, SGRP (ed M G Darling 1994).

5.5 All coins must be identified and listed as a minimum archive requirement.

5.6 The data recording methods and conventions used must be consistent with, and
approved by, the County Sites and Monuments Record. All record drawings of
excavated evidence are to be presented in drawn up form, with overall site plans.
All records must be on an archivally stable and suitable base.

5.7 A complete copy of the site record archive must be deposited with the County
Sites and Monuments Record within 12 months of the completion of fieldwork.
It will then become publicly accessible.

5.8 Finds must be appropriately conserved and stored [in accordance with UK
Institute Conservators Guidelines].

5.9 Every effort must be made to get the agreement of the landowner/developer to
the deposition of the finds with the County SMR or a museum in Suffolk which
satisfies Museum and Galleries Commission requirements, as an indissoluble
part of the full site archive. If this is not achievable for all or parts of the finds
archive then provision must be made for additional recording (e.g. photography,
illustration, analysis) as appropriate. If the County SMR is the repository for
finds there will be a charge made for storage, and it is presumed that this will
also be true for storage of the archive in a museum.

5.10 Where positive conclusions are drawn from a project, a summary report in the
established format, suitable for inclusion in the annual 'Archaeology in Suffolk'
section of the Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute for Archaeology journal, must
be prepared and included in the project report, or submitted to the Conservation
Team by the end of the calendar year in which the evaluation work takes place,
whichever is the sooner.

6. Report Requirements

6.1 A report on the fieldwork and archive must be provided consistent with the
principle of MAP, particularly Appendix 4. The report must be integrated with
the archive.

6.2 The objective account of the archaeological evidence must be clearly
distinguished from its archaeological interpretation.
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6.3 An important element of the report will be a description of the methodology.

This brief and specification remains valid for 12 months from the above date. If
work is not carried out in full within that time this document will lapse; the
authority should be notified and a revised brief and specification may be issued.

6.5 The assessment report must be presented within six months of the completion of
fieldwork unless other arrangements are negotiated with the project sponsor and
the SCCAS, Conservation Team.
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lRAFLAK02

Tel: 01284352448

Reference:

J Plouviez

Date: 9 February 2000

Specification by:

6.4 The report will give an opinion as to the potential and necessity for further
analysis of the excavation data beyond the archive stage, and the suggested
requirement for publication. Further analysis will not be embarked upon until
the primary fieldwork results are assessed and the need for further work is
established. Analysis and publication can be neither developed in detail or
costed in detail until this brief and specification is satisfied.

Suffolk County Council
Archaeological Service Conservation Team
Environment and Transport Department
Shire Hall
Bury St Edmunds
Suffolk IP33 2AR

If the work defined by this brief forms a part of a programme of archaeological
work required by a Planning Condition, the results must be considered by the
Conservation Team of the Archaeological Service of Suffolk County Council,
who have the responsibility for advising the appropriate Planning Authority.
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Appendix 2 LKH 210 Context List
LKH2100p

opno feat comp identifier description finds cuts cutby over under plan section sheet no sect no ss photos sf spotdate phase period

0001 Unstratified Unstratified finds from across the site. y EIMCI
finds

0002 DOlO? Layer Grey mottled sand, initially seemed to be under subsoil (but this turned 0038 DOlI lA 2b LlA/ERom
out to be layer 0011) 0002 was later defined as 2 features, see 0038 & 0063
0063. Machined and detected.

0003 0003 Ditch group Group of E-W aligned ditches. At least 2 visible, maybe 3. General EQA 9,10 2c
component component nwnber used for section identification, see individual EQ123-24

numbers 0015, 0019 and 0017. See SNB for sketch.

0004 0003 Ditch fill Upper fill of ditch group 0003. Over individual ditches. Smooth even y Modem 0015, EQ126-8 EIMCI 2c
brown sand, occasionalstones,some dark grey on the N edge. Cut by 0017,
various service trenches. 100% exc by shovel, detected. 25% sieved. 0019
Some modem disturbance (service trenches).

0005 0005 Ditch cut Small E-W aligned ditch to S of 0003. Heavily disturbed. U shaped 1&2 1&2 2.6,37 2a L1A1ERom
section, butt ends near 0034. 55cm wide, 30cm deep, surface detected,
dug by shovel/trowel.

0006 0005 Ditch fill Smooth even grey-brown sand. Heavily disturbed. W end has more Y 1&2 2.6,37 EQA 6-7, EQI EIMCI 2a LlA/ERom
banded fill, pale yellow & pale grey sand. 55cm wide, 30cm deep, 70% 20-21
removed by trowel/shovel and detected. Rabbit disturbance.

0007 0007 Gully cut Ditch, very vague filled with mottled pale sand with soft red fired clay 11. IS 2a LIAIERom
in it. Large pot sherd. See 0047 & 0048 for fills once ditch divides into
two. 38cm wide, lOcm deep, 30% removed by trowel/shovel. Adjacent
to 0049.

0008 0007 Gully fill Fill of 0007. Pale yellow-brown sand with iron pan mottling. Soft. fired II EIMCI 2a LIAlERom
red clay visible in fill. Large pot sherd recovered during machining.
20% removed by trowel/shovel and detected

0009 DOlO? Layer Mottled grey-brown sand. Dense iron pan mcttles. Dark grey on W 0032, 0010 LlA-ERom 2b LIAIERom
edge- probably fill over 2 features. 100% removed by shovel. 0038

0010 Layer Pale grey-brown sand with dense iron pan mottles. some stones. y 0014? All DOlI 1&2 1,28,33, lA 2b LIAIERom
Overlying features, present across the site over subsoil and under 0011. other, 35.36.
Cut by modern services. Partially detected, 100% removed, c. 50% by features 38.39
machine and 50% by shovel.

001I Layer Layer of bright orange sand with iron pan. Looks like natural but isn't. 0010 0012 1&2 1,33,35
Overlies DOlO & under 0012. Cut by modern services. Some modern/
animal disturbance. 100% removed, 50% by machine and c. 50% by
shovel.

0012 Layer Pale, even brown sand. No stones. Probable windblow. Overlies 0011. DOli 1&2 1,33,36
Cut by modem services. Not present everywhere but over most of site.
100%removed by shovel. Disturbed in places.

0013 Baulk N-S baulk showing layers 0010, 0011 & 0012 I

0014 0014 0003 Ditch cut E-W slightly curving ditch. Pale even brown sand fill. Looks later than DOlO? modem 0015 1&2 1,3,4,7, EQA4 2c LlA/ERom
other ditches. Cut by modern services. Very unclear but may cut 0010. 13, 18.38
In one section (see 0013) fill has marginally less iron pan. 80cm wide
and 50cm deep. 50% removed by trowel/shovel, surface detected.

0015 0014 0003 Ditch fill Pale brown sand fill of ditch 0014. Smooth, even, little iron pan. 50cm 0014 0004 1&2 1,3,7, EIMCI 2c LlAIERom
deep, 50% removed by trowel/shovel. 13, 18.38

0016 0016 0003 Ditch cut N-S ditch. Butting/curving round at N end. Cut by 0014, cuts 0018. 0018. 0014 0004, 1&2 7 2a LlA/ERom
Appears to be butting as it doesn't appear beyond pipe trench, feature 0024 0017
that is visible is probably 0024. Narrow steep sided profile, 60cm wide,
32cm deep.

0017 0016 0003 Ditch fill Mottled mid grey-brown sand. Fairly fine compacted fill with 0014 0016 0004 EIMCI 2a LlAlERom
occasional stones. Greyer towards base, some iron pan. 60cm deep,
34cm wide. Detected and 100% removed by trowel/shovel.
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opno feat comp identifier description finds cuts cutby over under plan section sheet no sect no ss photos sf spotdate phase period

0018 0018 0003 Pitcut Black sand filled feature cut by 0016, 0014 & 0020. Fairly shalllow, 0016, 0004, 1&2 Iron Age
flat based. Does not appear to be beyond pipe trench but view is very 0020, 0019
limited. Same as 0022. Fills are 0019,0023 & 0031. 2.2m wide, over 0014
13mlong. Detectedand70%removed.

0019 0018 0003 Pit fill Fineblacksandwithocasional stones& some dark grey-brown sand. y 0014, 0018 EQA 8. EQI 22 lA IronAge
Same as 0023 & 0030. 26cm deep. detected, removed by 0016,
trowel/shovel. Disturbed by modem pipes. 0020

0020 0020 0003 Feature cut Cuts 0018 and cut by 0014. Appears on both sides of ditch but not a 0018 0014 0021 2a L1A/ERom

greatdeal visible. 95cm wide, less than90 cm long, 20 cm deep.
Detectedand 100% removedby trowel! shovel. Disturbed by modem
pipe .

0021 0020 0003 Feature fill Midto dark grey-brown sandwith ironpan.Fill of 0020. Potandflint 0014 0021 yes lA 2a L1A1ERom

finds,95cm wide, 20 cm deep. 100%removedby trowel/shovel.
Disturbed by modempipes

0022 0018 0003 Pitcut Shallow cut outside 0020. cut by 0014, 0020'!. Same as 0018'! 2.2m 0014. 0023 1&2 IronAge
wide, over 13mlong, 26cm deep. 0020?

0023 0018 0003 Pit fill Mid-dark grey-brown mottled sand with iron pan. Fill of 0022 (0018). 0014 0022 IronAge
26cmdeep,detectedand 100% removedby trowel/shovel

0024 0024 0003 Pit cut. Shallowpit cutby modern trench. charcoal layer at top. O.75m wide (n- 0016 0014. Iron Age
s), 20cm deep,50%removedby trowel 0025

0025 0024 0003 Pit fill Midbrownsandfill with 5cmdeep charcoal spread at top in pit 0024. 0016 0024 0004 lA Iron Age
Justvisiblethatit is cut by 00 16.20crn deep,50%removedby trowel

0026 0014 0003 Ditch fill Palebrown sandwith ironpanmottling. Samefill as 0015. Occasional 0028 0014, lA 2c L1A/ERom
largeflintson N edge of ditch redeposited from 0029.100% removed 0027
by trowel/shovel anddetected. No disturbance.

0027 0014 0003 Ditch fill Streaky blackandgreysandon N edge of ditch0014 in samesectionas 0028 0014 0026 lA 2c L1A/ERom
0026. Lookslike slump/redeposition of charcoal fill 0028 whichditch
cutsto thenorth. 24cm deep, 100% exc by trowel/shovel anddetected.
No disturbance.

0028 0028 Feature Shallow charcoally filled feature on N edge of ditch 0014 (fill areas 0014 0029 EQA 11-12. Iron Age
0026 & 002?). Very little visible. Over 45cm wide. 28cm deep. EQI8
Surfacedetected, 100% removedby trowel/shovel. Samplelabelled
0028 is actually 0029.

0029 0028 Feature fill Compacted charcoally deposit in 0028 at N edge of ditch 0014. Cut by 0014 0028 0026 1&2 4.38 lA Iron Age
0014. Largefirereddened quartz stone, notworked,notkept.Sample
taken incorrectly labelledas 0028. Over45cm wide, 28cmdeep, 100%
removedby trowel/shovel. No disturbance.

0030 0018 0003 Pitcut Large pit cut by 0014 and cable trench. Filled with charcoal, 40cm 0014 0031 13. 18 EQA 13-14. Iron Age
deep. 50% removed by trowel/shovel. Same as 0018 & 0022. EQI 25. 27-28

0031 0018 0003 Pit fill Charcoal mixedwith blackened sandcutby burrows, cabletrench and 0014 0030 13. 18 yes lA Iron Age
ditch 0014. Fill of 0030. Surface detected.

0032 0032 Pitcut Shallow cut. flat bottomed. 1.40m long (E-W). 75cm wide, 15cm deep. 0009 5.9 EQA 15. EQI 1/2 Iron Age-
Surfacedetected, 60%removedby trowel/shovel, animal disturbance. 29 ERom

0033 0032 Pit fill Mottled grey-brown sandwithsome ironpan.Palerat top anddarker 0009 5.9 1/2 Iron Age-
andmorecompacted atbase.No finds.Lotsof rootandanimal ERom
disturbance. Surfacedetected.

0034 0034 PitIPosthole'! Small circular pit/ph filled with charcoal 0035, 20cm long andwide and 0014 DOlO 18 Iron Age
Cut 10cm deep, 50% removed by trowel,

0035 0034 Pit/ph fill. Charcoal and black sand fill of 0034 0014 DOlO 18 lA IronAge

0036 0036 Pit/ph cut Small circular pit/ph.Straight sides flatbottom. Dark brownsandat 14 2a LlAlERom
basefirstthought to be fill butappears to be natural as it continues at
level horizonunder subsoil.60cm tong(E.W). 50cm wide, 35cmdeep.
Adjacent to 0043.

0037 0036 Pit/ph fill Dark grey sand fill of 0036. 50% removed by trowel y 14 EQA 16. EQI EIMCI 2a L1A/ERom
30

._---
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opno feat comp identifier description finds cuts cutby over under plan section sheet no sect no ss photos sf spotdate phase period

0038 0038 Gully cut Very small gully, E-W aligned. ImmediatelyN of 0032. Cuts 2 pits and 0043, 0014 0002, 8,9,14 2a L1A/ERom
is cut by 0014. 35cm wide and 15cmdeep, surface detected 0045, 0039

00637

0039 0038 Gully fill Brownsandupper mainfill of 0038. Rootdisturbance. 35 cm wide, 0014 0038 8,9, 14 2a L1AIERom
6cm deep.surfacedetectedand50%removedbytrowel

0040 0032/ Cleaning Pottery from cleaning layer over 0032 and 0038. Not attributable 0033, E/MCI 1/2 Iron Age-
38 layer specificallyto either. Possibly from 0010 whichoverlies features. Not 0039 ERom

sieved.

0041 0038 Gully fill Lower fill of gully 0038, orangey brown sand under 0039. No finds. 0038 0039 2a L1A/ERom
Gully deepens at this point. 32cm wide, 13cmdeep. Some root
disturbance.

0042 0042 Feature Greysandfilledshallow feature. No finds.Possiblynotrealas general 1/2 IronAge-
area is a bit 'blobby' but edges look ok. No section, flat base, shallow ERom
slopedsides.60cmwide, 96cmlong, 7cmdeep,50%removed by
trowel.

0043 0043 Pitcut Circular pit adjacent to 0045. Shallow gently sloping sides slightly 0038 14 EQA 17-18, IronAge
rounded base. 0043 and 0045 very close to each other but relationship EQI31
destroyed by cut of gully 0038. Im wide (E-W), 96cm long and 24cm
deep.Surfacedetectedand50%removedby trowel/shovel,

0044 0043 Pit fill Fill of pit 0043, pale brown sand, 50% removed by trowel/shovel. 14 IronAge

0045 0045 Pitcut Sub circular pit adjacent to 0043, cut by gully 0038 and ditch 0014. 0038, 14 EQA 17-18, Iron Age
Straightishsides and slightly rounded base. 50cm wide (E-W), 56cm 0014 EQI31
long and 38cm deep.

0046 0045 Pit fill Dark greysandfill of pit 0045, 50%removed by trowel/shovel. 0014, 0010 14 IronAge
0038

0047 0007 Gully fill Fillof 0007 whereit splits into2. Mottled greysandin southern part. 0010 15, 16 E/MCI 2a LlA/ERom
20cmwide. 7cmdeep.30%removedby trowel,some animal
disturbance.

0048 0007 Gully fill Pale,verymottledgrey-brown sandfill 0[0007 whereit splits into 2. 0010 15, 16 2a LlA/ERom
North part. lScm wide. Scm deep.30%exc by trowel.

0049 0049 Gully cut Curving gully withrounded profile.Buttsnext to 0007. 3D-SOcm wide 11, 12, 17 EQA 21, EQI 2a LlAlERom
and6-20cmdeep. Someanimal disturbance. 10% removedby trowe1. 34

0050 0049 Gully fill Fill of 0049. Varies from pale yellow-brown sand to mottled grey sand. 10, 11, 2a LlA/ERom
Few stones.very fine. Some animal disturbance, 10% removedby 12, 17
trowel.

0051 0051 Postholecut Basin profiled cut ofposthole. NE of 0007. 40cm wide (N-S) 65cm 10 2a LlA/ERom
long, 14cmdeep.

0052 0051 Posthole fill Mottled pale grey-hrown sand fill of posthole 005I. 50% removed by ElMCI 2a LlAIERom
trowel

0053 0053 Pitcut Irregular shaped linearfeature, steepsided,narrow base. alignedE-W, 23,25,30 EQA 19, EQI E/MCI 2a LlAIERom
80cm wide, 45cm deep. Animal hurrow disturbance. Fills: 0054-0057. 32
80%exc

0054 0053 Pit fill Mixedmidbrown-grey sandlayerat top of 0053. 80%exc. 6cm deep. 0055 23 2a LlAIERom

0055 0053 Pit fill Thin layer of charcoal and dark grey sand. 80% exc. 4cm deep 0056 0054 23 2a LlAIERom

0056 0053 Pit fill Mixed mid grey-brown sand layer, 14cmdeep, 80% exc. 0057 0055 23 2a L1A/ERom

0057 0053 Pit fill Mid grey sand fill at base of 0053, 20cm deep, 80% exc. 0056 23 2a LIAIERom

0058 0058 Pitcut Deep oval pit, fills 0059 & 0060. 90cm wide, 70cm deep. 80% exc by 23,25,32 EQA 19, EQI E/MCI 2a LIAIERom
trowel/shovel. Adjacent to 0053. 32

0059 0058 Pit fill Mottled light grey-brown sand fill in top of 0058. 30cm deep, 80% exc. 0060 23 2a LIAIERom

0060 0058 Pit fill Dark grey sand fill & some charcoal in base of 0058. 38cm deep, 80% 0059 23 2a L1AIERom
exc

0061 0061 Pitcut Sub circular pit, sloping sides shallow U shaped base. l.5m long «SE. 19 yes Iron Age
NW), lm wide, 74cm deep. 75% removed by trowel/shovel.
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Appendix 3

Modern

Phase 3
Post 100 AD

Phase 2c
Mid 1st century AD

Phase 2b

Late Iron Age to Early Roman

§= Iron Age
= L1A1ERom
=E-Mid C1(AD)

Normal = cut
Italics = fill
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Phase 1 Iron Age 0062

0061

Matrix for LKH 210

0078

0077

0035

0034

0085

0084
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Appendix 4.1: bulk finds (LKH 210)

OP No Pottery Animal bone Flint Burnt flint/stone Fired clay Miscellaneous Spotdate

No Wt/kg No Wt/kg No Wt/kg No Wt/kg No Wt/kg

/9-Jan-O/

0001 1 0.007 2 0.015 E/MCl·oocii··············i····o:OOS························ ················································iA···· .
·00Ci4··············S····0:osii······························i·····0·.02·4·································· ·················································ii.iMCi .
·000·6············i·5····0:i87························ ················································ii.iMCi· .
·000·8·············4····0:069········································································7·····0·.oiii···3·?~h~;~~~i.································· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·ii.iMC i· · · · · · · .
·000·9··············i····0:0·i4······················· ·················································LiA~ER~~·······························

·00i·0·············2····0..0·is·······························2·····0·.03·4····································0·.002"·····························································································iA····· .
·00i·s·············2····0..007························· ···············································ii.iMCi·· .
·OOi·7·············s····o..i03························· ················································ii.iMCi· .
·00i·9··············6····0..09S························ ·················································iA··· .
·002·i·············2····0..os0····································o·.oos····································· ··············································iA······ .
·002·5············54····0..507························· ···············································iA····· .
·002·6··············3····0..0·i4······················· ·················································iA··· .
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... - .

0027 2 0.015 lA·002·9·············4····0:09i········22····0..003·····························i····0..099········2·····0·.03·8 ········································iA············ .
·003·i··············7····0..096···················································4····0..0·ii················ ···············································iA····· .
·003"5·············2····0..04S·········7····0..003·········i·····0·.oi·i········2"···0..003······················ ·········································iA··········· .
·003"7·············2····0..02S····················································i····0..i73·················· ·············································iiiMCi···· .
·0040··············i····O..004························· ···············································ii.iMCi·· .
·004·7·············2····0..0·ii························ ·················································ii.Mci· .
·005·0····················· ··········································o·.ooi······ .
·005·2···················0..006········································································2·····o·.ooi······························································································ii.Mci···· .

:~~~f:::::::::::~:::{l~F:::::~~::::~.:~:~~:::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : :g~~?:~: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ti~F::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
·006·2··············5····0.·035······················· ·················································iA··· .
·007·3·······························································o·.o3·i································ .
·007·5··············i····O..002···················································i····0..044················· ·············································iiMCi····· ..
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

135 1.704 44 0.017 10 0.121 9 0.330 18 0.208

bulkjinds /
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Appendix 4.2: pottery (LKH 210)I
I opno fabric

0001 GMB

num wt(g) sherd form

7 rim jar

notes

Necked jar, orange int surf

date

EIMCI
.. __ -- ..- _---_ _ __ .
0002 QS I 2 5 base I flat base sherd lA

......................................................................................................................................................................................... _ __ .
0004 BUF 36 b/s coarse sand, large vessel

··0006····HM·fio··(ji;I·················j···········ii··ri;~·········CAM264······C·AM·i64(p~;·I~jiiiiv~·5=6·ii~~ti~~i~·h~~d~~d~~·Ri~·t~p·~····EiMci······

4 100mm, 9%. transitional? (draw)

5 CAM 218 rim 140mm, 24%, v micaceous. EIMCI
neck/groove/bulge/lgrooved bead/bulge/car (draw)

4.1 CAM 26 CAM 266b soot/res on shoulder; Rim 7/45 95mrn, 62%; EIMCI
Base type 2, 55mm 100%. Fab grey-black sandy/silty-
something leached out + burnt organic, w rare flint. Ht - 90
mm. (draw)

EIMCI

EIMCI

EIMCI

car.zcordoned vessel, burnished, 'belgic'

thin-walled, wheelemade Belgic

flaked

5 jar

jar

2 rim

15 b/s

5 b/s

163 profile

103 rim+

2

5

9

GMB

GMB

GROG

GMB

BSW

I

I

I

I

0021 QS I 2 50 rim jar I rim: fairly upright, flat top, shoulder sharp carination; lA
(draw)

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

0025 QS2 54 507 rim & bl I rim: upright, plain, flat top & b/s (SV?) rim joins 0017 IA

QSI 14 b/s lA
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

0029 QS I 4 91 b/s I very overtired sherd lA
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

0031 QS I 7 96 rim I rim: everted, flat top, fme ware IA
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0035 QS I 2 48 base I base sherd: flat, fairly upright pot lA

EIMCI

lA

EIMCI

EIMCI

lA

lA

EIMCI

lAI rim: everted, slight beading, plain

base type 2. 'Belgic'

Flat base sherds

2 oxidised sherds; 2 rims: both everted with slight beading
(draw)

buff, coarse sand, v abr

v abr. flagon?

SJar

jar

b/s

3 b/s

14 b/s

18 rim

98 rim & bl

14 b/s

30 base

39 base

2

2

2

3

6

0015 GMB

0008 QSI

GROG

0027 WX

0010 QSI

0026 QSI

0019 QSl

0009 STOR

fine, bead cordon, burnished ext. sandylgritty fab. 'Belgic
cup'

QSI 4 b/s lA
........................................ _-_ .

0017 QS2 4 100 rim & bl [inc I rim which joins 0025] lA

GMB 3 b/s v. fine, v mica. EIMCI

I

I

I
I
I

I
I

............................................................................................................. - .
0047 GROG b/s jar thin-walled, 'Belgic' EIMCI

0037 GROG 3 b/s black b/s, 'Belgic' EIMCI

BSW 25 rim 4 jar Rim type 50 out-turned (180mm, 12%) burnished rim & ext EIMCI
neck. v straight upright neck

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

0040 GMB 4 b/s jar band of incised horiz. lines 'Braughingjar' (CAM 260?) EIMCI

I
I GMB 10 b/s black (standard early GM fabric - v. mica.) EIMCI

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ _ .
0052 GROG 6 b/s thin-walled, 'Belgic' wheelmade EIMCI

··0053····GRo(i·······················3···········S·4··bi~·········5·CAM2i8····~h~~I~~d~:·~~~h~;pi~·~~~:·b~ig~ig~~~~·~d·b~d··············EiMci······

BSW 52 b/s 5 CAM 218 (same as above v. sharply carin. bulge/grooved bead) pitted EIMCI
interior,sandy w v srn white specks (like 'specky' HVH fab.)

I
I
I

0058 BSW

0062 QS2

QSI

0075 GMB

2

2

3

25 b/s

13 b/s

22 b/s

2 b/s

one with orange margins & grey core, coarse

sherds have overlapping rectangular impressions

fine, burnished, v. micaceous

EIMCI

IA

lA

EIMCI

I
Totals 135 1704



I
I Appendix 5 Catalogue of photograph

PARISH SITE DESCRIPTION FILM FILMCODE FRAME

I Lakenheath 210 John and Jon hoeing EQA I

Lakenheath 210 John and Jon hoeing EQA 2

Lakenheath 210 John and Jon hoeing s EQA 3

I Lakenheath 210 0014, surface view of ditch EQA 4

Lakenheath 210 Surface view of NE end of ditch s EQA 5

Lakenheath 210 0006, ditch section EQA 6

I Lakenheath 210 0006, ditch section EQA 7

Lakenheath 210 0019, feature section s EQA 8

Lakenheath 210 0003, ditch and feature section EQA 9

I Lakenheath 210 0003, ditch and feature section s EQA 10

Lakenheath 210 0028, feature on edge of ditch 0014, s EQA II

Lakenheath 210 0028, feature on edge of ditch 0014, EQA 12

I Lakenheath 210 0030, feature section EQA 13

Lakenheath 210 0030, feature section EQA 14

Lakenheath 210 0032, pit section EQA 15

I Lakenheath 210 0037, pit section EQA 16

Lakenheath 210 0043 and 0045, pit sections EQA 17

Lakenheath 210 0043 and 0045, pit sections EQA 18

I Lakenheath 210 0053 and 0058, pit sections EQA 19

Lakenheath 210 0062, pit section EQA 20

Lakenheath 210 0049, ditch section EQA 21

I
Lakenheath 210 0065, pit section s EQA 22

Lakenheath 210 0065, pit section EQA 23

Lakenheath 210 0070, baulk section s EQA 24

I
Lakenheath 210 0070, baulk section s EQA 25

Lakenheath 210 0070, baulk section s EQA 26

Lakenheath 210 0071, baulk section EQA 27

I
Lakenheath 210 0071, baulk section EQA 28

Lakenheath 210 0071, baulk section s EQA 29

Lakenheath 210 0070, baulk section s EQA 30

Lakenheath 210 0080, baulk section EQA 31

I Lakenheath 210 0080, baulk section EQA 32

Lakenheath 210 0080, baulk section EQA 33

Lakenheath 210 0081, baulk section EQA 34

I Lakenheath 210 0081, baulk section EQA 35

Lakenheath 210 0081, baulk section EQA 36

Lakenheath 210 0082, ditch section EQA 37

I Lakenheath 210 General view EQA 38

Lakenheath 210 General view EQA 39

Lakenheath 210 General view s EQA 40

I Lakenheath 210 General view s EQA 41

Lakenheath 210 General view EQA 42

Lakenheath 210 General view s EQA 43

I Lakenheath 210 General view EQA 44

Lakenheath 210 General view EQA 45

Lakenheath 210 General view s EQA 46

I
Lakenheath 210 General view EQA 47

Lakenheath 210 0006, ditch section m EQI 20

Lakenheath 210 0006, ditch section m EQI 21

I
Lakenheath 210 0019, pit m EQI 22

Lakenheath 210 0003, ditch and feature section m EQI 23

Lakenheath 210 0003, ditch and feature section m EQI 24

I
rl



I
PARISH SITE DESCRIPTION FILM FILMCODE FRAME I
Lakenheath 210 0030, section m EQI 25

Lakenheath 210 0004,0028, section m EQI 26 ILakenheath 210 0004,0030, section m EQI 27

Lakenheath 210 0004,0030, section m EQI 28

Lakenheath 210 0032, section m EQI 29 ILakenheath 210 0037, section m EQI 30

Lakenheath 210 0043 and 0045, pit sections m EQI 31

Lakenheath 210 0053 and 0058, pit sections m EQI 32 ILakenheath 210 0062, pit section m EQI 33

Lakenheath 210 0049, ditch section m EQI 34

Lakenheath 210 0065, pit section m EQI 35

ILakenheath 210 0065, pit section m EQI 36

Lakenheath 210 General view m EQl I

Lakenheath 210 General view m EQl 2

ILakenheath 210 0070, section m EQl 3

Lakenheath 210 0070, section m EQl 4

Lakenheath 210 overexposed m EQl 5

ILakenheath 210 overexposed m EQl 6

Lakenheath 210 overexposed m EQl 7

Lakenheath 210 0071, section m EQl 8

Lakenheath 210 0071, section m EQl 9 ILakenheath 210 0070, section m EQl 10

Lakenheath 210 0070, section m EQl 11

Lakenheath 210 underexposed m EQl 12 ILakenheath 210 0079, baulk section m EQl 13

Lakenheath 210 0079, baulk section m EQl 14

Lakenheath 210 0080,section m EQl 15 ILakenheath 210 0081,baulk section m EQl 16

Lakenheath 210 0081 ,baulk section m EQl 17

Lakenheath 210 0082, ditch section m EQl 18 I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

2 I
It,
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Appendix 6
Suffolk c.c. Archaeological Service

ARCHIVE INDEX SITE: RAFL Building 1155 SITE CODE: LKH 210

Excavation type: Excavation Computer directory = T:larc\alCsitelrajlakell\

SITE PAPERWORK ./ Location Computer files Film codes

Context sheets ./ Site file small store LKH210.mdb

Finds Catalogues ./ Site file small store LKH21O.mdb

Slides ./ Filing Cabinet, FP room T:\arc\smr\photo\photo.mdb EQA 1-47

B&W negs/contacts ./ Photographic archive T:\arc\srnr\photo\photo.mdb EQI 20-36, EQl 1-18

X-Rays

Fieldwalking Record

Levelling Record ./ Site file small store

Contour Survey ./ Site file small store

Scientific Sample Record ./ Site file small store

Conservation Record

Correspondence Files

Other

PLANS &: SECTIONS Location Number

Originals pencil ./ Plan chest 7 5

Inked copies, hanging ./ Plan chest 7 2

Overall plans ./ Site file small store 1

Integrated plans ./ Site file small store 2

FINDS Store Location No. boxes/bags

Pottery + misc ./ F/59/l 0.5

Animal Bone ./ F/59/l 0.5

CBM

Metalwork and Small Finds

Mise Finds

Soil Samples ./ Site file, small store

REPORTS/CATALOGUES Location Computerfiles Notes

Archive Report ./ Site file small store LKH210.doc

Matrices/ other Phasing Data ./ Site file small store LKH210mx.xls

Finds Reports/Catalogues ./ Site file small store LKH210.mdb,
.LKH 210 fi.doc

Environmental Reports ./ Site file small store LKH210 samples doe

Documentary Report

Other

FINDS DRA WINGS Location Number

Pottery ./

Small Finds

Other

MISCELLANEOUS

Notes: SS = small store; HF = hanging file
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